
CHILD LABOR DURING THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION ESSAYS

However, child labor reached a whole new scale during the time period of the Industrial Revolution. Throughout the time
frame of late s-early s, children worked long hours in dangerous factory conditions for very little wages. Numerous
nineteenth century reformers and labor.

Child workers today are no longer allowed to work 12 or 14 hours a day, instead there are strict laws that
allow for a thirty minute break everyday and no more than 18 hours of work per week. As a result, American
factory work became "deskilled" after the Civil War. There were many reasons why child labor started. Since
child labour was already a pervasive problem during the 17th century in Britain, the industrial revolution
simply just made child labour even more overflowed. Children as young as four were employed to work in
coal mines. The working class felt that they were not receiving equal treatment and equal pay for what they
were offering to society. Prior to the Industrial Revolution, Britain was poor, though not without some
economic surplus; relatively stagnant, though not completely static; and based on agriculture as its main
economic activity Deane  Children these days work for their own money around the age of  The revolution
was brought on by the development of new technologies, which included the invention of machines capable of
producing large amounts of cotton fabric. The working conditions found during 19th century Britain were a
response to the Industrial Revolution. In the 21st century there are many regulations that have drastically
improved safety and limits on child workers in the U. Within factories, small children had to work fast at the
machines, being very careful unless an unfortunate body part happens to get caught in the high-powered,
dangerous machinery At the start of the Industrial Revolution none of these laws existed and so working in a
factory could prove to be very dangerous. With the building up of urban areas and unfurling of train tracks
across the countryside, people's lives were forever changed by the machine. Child labor has changed
dramatically since the time of the industrial revolution. Children had to do the more dangerous, difficult jobs
like coal mining and fixing broken machinery. Industrial production required hundreds of thousands of
workers and, especially in the second industrial revolution, scientists. Fielden founded a religious social
reform group called the Todmorden Unitarian Society in  Child labor during this time became a significant
topic for reformers, supporters, parents, children and the government. When the Industrial Revolution came to
Britain, there was a high demand for labor to work in the various mills and mines because of the demand for
production. Man's development of urban centers was a major step away from what seemed to be nature's way
of living: on farms and sparsely placed homesteads. It was an extremely different place than it is now. The
history of iron as a material of more than auxiliary usefulness in architecture begins when the inventiveness of
the Industrial Revolution had found out how iron could be produced industrially, that is after  The widespread
employment of children and its negative impacted caused British officials to realize a complete lassie-faire
policy was harmful and that limited government intervention is necessary to remove practices such as child
labor From this child labour began.


